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“Observation without evaluation is the highest form of  intelligence.” – Jiddu Krishnamurti

The Nonviolent Communication Framework for Feedback
When you. . . I feel. . . I need . . .Please (request). . .

Our feedback process:
● A list of  preceptors who haven’t received feedback recently is given to residents who will be

attending the session
● Residents select the preceptors to receive feedback based on their (the residents’) interaction with

preceptors on the list
● “Raw” feedback is collected from residents and placed on the spreadsheet
● The raw feedback is discussed and converted into the NVC format
● The processed (and not the raw) feedback is delivered to the preceptor
● No one else sees the feedback

Example:
Raw Feedback When you... We feel... We need... Please...

(not given to preceptor) (Observation) (Feeling) (Need) (Request)

X frequently takes over the
visit with
Portuguese-speaking
patients

Speak Portuguese to patients
in the exam room while
precepting us

Feel left out, diminished, not
competent, and inferior.

To be seen as the patient's
primary physician and need
to know what you discussed
with the patient.

Check in with us before
speaking another language
to see what our prererence
is.

X often chit-chats with us
about our lives

take time to get to know
Resident in personable way

comfortable, optimistic
about the session, valued,
equal, confident, this to continue

please keep treating us with
dignity

To learn more:
● Rosenberg M. Nonviolent Communication: A Language of  Life. 2003, Puddledancer Press. ISBN 1-892005-03- 4
● Leu L. Nonviolent communication companion workbook: A practical guide for individual, group, or classroom

study. 2015, PuddleDancer.
● Connor JM, Wentworth R. (12–14 July 2012). Training in Collaborative Communication in an Organizational

Context: Assessment of  Impact. Psychologists for Social Responsibility 30th Anniversary Conference.
Washington DC.

● Wacker R, Dziobek I. Preventing empathic distress and social stressors at work through nonviolent
communication training: A field study with health professionals. J Occupat Health Psychol. 2018 Jan;23(1):141.
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